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Summary of WECC Voltage Stability Assessment
Methodology

This document is intended to provide clear summary guidelines to WECC members as to
how these types of analysis should be conducted.  It also provides additional guidance by
suggesting a path for the user at instances where the WSCC Report on Voltage Stability
Criteria, Undervoltage Load Shedding Strategy, and Reactive Power Reserve Monitoring
Methodology, dated May 1998 (hereafter referred to as the RRWG Report) offers
choices.  For more information members should refer to the RRWG report.

Among the methods for assessing voltage stability, the most frequently used are P-V and
V-Q analysis.  Two flowcharts are provided in this summary; one describing P-V analysis
and one describing V-Q analysis.  Many of the assumptions used to complete the power
flow simulations in these types of analysis are common to the two methods and are
provided in Attachment A and referenced in the flowcharts.  Even though the description
here only covers load increase (Item a) and transfer path flow increases (Item m) out of
the eighteen items listed in Section 2.3 of the RRWG Report and repeated below, the
responsible entities should also investigate the remaining uncertainties to ensure that all
reasonably severe operating conditions are covered.

The uncertainties for establishment of the voltage stability criteria in Section 2.3 are:

(a) Customer real and reactive power demand greater than forecasted
(b) Approximations in studies (Planning and Operations)
(c) Outages not routinely studied on the member system
(d) Outages not routinely studied on neighboring systems
(e) Unit trips following major disturbances
(f) Lower voltage line trips following major disturbances
(g) Variations on neighboring system dispatch
(h) Large and variable reactive exchanges with neighboring systems
(i) More restrictive reactive power constraints on neighboring system

generators than planned
(j) Variations in load characteristics, especially in load power factors
(k) Risk of the next major event during a 30-minute adjustment period
(l) Not being able to readjust adequately to get back to a secure state
(m) Increases in major path flows following major contingencies due to

various factors such as on-system undervoltage load shedding
(n) On-system reactive resources not responding
(o) Excitation limiters responding prematurely
(p) Possible RAS failure
(q) Prior outages of system facilities
(r) More restrictive reactive power constraints on internal generators than

planned.
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P-V Methodology
Part 1: Developing the P-V Curves

A. Develop a series of system normal condition base cases with increasing loads or transfer paths to
run contingencies from (Assumption Set A)

A1. For load Serving Systems: Develop a
series of load increase base cases starting
from the expected load level
corresponding to the planning standards
and extending to the point at which
voltage collapse is expected to be reached
following contingencies. (Assumption
Set B)

Note: The interface path(s) should measure
all imports into the receiving region.

A2. For Transfer Paths: Develop a series of
interface flow increase base cases
starting at rated transfer and extending to
the point at which voltage collapse is
expected to be reached following
contingencies. (Assumption Set B)

Note: All Transfer Path(s) into the receiving
region should be monitored.

B. For each of the  base cases from the series created above, select several contingencies
judged to be the most severe.  Run the Post-Transient power flow for each of the severe
contingencies. (Assumption Set C)

C. Identify the critical bus(es) –
Select a group of 3-5 buses in the load area or that are expected to be severely
impacted by the transfer path flow for each of the selected contingencies studied in
B above to monitor voltage. These may be the buses with the lowest voltage or the
highest voltage deviation.  The buses electrically close to the outage may not be the
ones that would be closest to the collapse point (e.g., Table Mt is closest to the
collapse point for DC Bi-pole outage, but not electrically close to either DC termini).

D. Produce the P-V Curves –
For each selected contingency in B, develop the P-V curves by plotting the post-
contingency voltages (at the buses selected in C) against the system load for the
load area studies, and the post-contingency voltages  (at the buses selected in C)
against the pre-contingency flows for the transfer paths studies, until the voltage
collapse point is reached.
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P-V Methodology:
Part 2: Determine the Maximum Load or Transfer

allowable using the P-V Curves
(After the P-V curves are run)

A. Assess performance under various operating conditions
The maximum load or transfer limit operating point should be the lower of the
following:

1. 5% below the load (for load areas) or path flow (for transfer paths)  at the
collapse point on the P-V curve for Category A.

2. 5% below the pre-contingency flow or load corresponding to the collapse
point on the P-V curve for Category B contingencies.

3. 2.5% below the pre-contingency flow or load corresponding to the collapse
point on the P-V curve for Category C contingencies.

Note: The categories named above refer to the disturbance categories described in Table I
of the NERC Planning Standards.
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V-Q Methodology:
Part 1: Setting “Reactive Power Margin Requirements”

A. Create the 100% load or 100% transfer path base case (Assumption Set A)   

A1. For load area studies, create the 105% or
102.5% load area base case (Assumption
Set B)

Note: The interface path(s) should measure all
imports into the receiving region.

A2. For transfer path studies, create the 105%
or 102.5% transfer flow base case
(Assumption Set B)

Note: All Transfer Path(s) into the receiving
region should be monitored.

B. By running the post-transient power flow, develop post-contingency cases for each of the most
severe contingencies for the cases with 100% load or transfer path flow and for the cases with
105% load or transfer path flow. (Assumption Set C)

C. Identify the critical bus(es)
� Identify the sub-set of the most critical buses (3-5) for each of the selected contingencies

studied in B above. These may be buses with the lowest voltage or the highest voltage
deviation. The buses electrically close to the outage may not be the ones that would be
closest to the collapse point (e.g., Table Mt is closest to the collapse point for DC Bi-pole
outage, but not electrically close to either DC Terminal).

D. Produce the V-Q Curves for  each contingency:
� Apply a fictitious synchronous condenser at each critical bus identified earlier; one at a

time.
� Solve the power flow case (either a standard or post-transient power flow solution can be

used).
� Record the bus voltage (V) and the reactive output of the condenser (Q).
� Reduce the condenser scheduled output voltage in small steps (e.g., < 0.01 p.u.).
� Continue varying the condenser’s output (or scheduled voltage) until sufficient points to

identify the voltage collapse point have been collected.
Pl t th V Q

E.  Establish the Reactive Power Margin Requirements.
� Reactive Power Margin is defined as the value of the condenser output at the voltage

collapse point on the V-Q curve where dQ/dV=0.
� The change in the reactive power margin between the two different load levels (100% and

105%) for the same Category B contingency and at the same bus is the Reactive Power
Margin Requirement at that bus for that Category B contingency.

� The change in the reactive power margin between the two different load levels (100% and
102.5%) for the same Category C contingency and at the same bus is the Reactive Power
Margin Requirement at that bus for that Category C contingency.

� Identify the Reactive Power Margin Requirement for other study years as desired by
repeating the above steps for other years as necessary

Note: The categories named above refer to the disturbance categories described in Table I of the NERC
Planning Standards.
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V-Q Methodology:
Part 2: Assessing Performance against the “Reactive Power

Margin Requirements”
(After the Reactive Power Margin Requirements have been established for the years

of interest, the system can be tested to see if it meets these Requirements)

A. Create the 100% load or 100% transfer path base case  (Assumption Set A)

B. By running the post-transient power flow, develop post-contingency cases for each of the
most severe contingencies (Assumption Set C)

C. Plot V-Q curves and assess performance against the margin requirements
� Create V-Q curves for the selected contingencies (Categories B and C) in the study area

for the study year to be investigated at the 100% load level or 100% transfer path flow
level.

� Check to see if the VAR margin meets the Reactive Power Margin Requirements
established previously for the same study year, bus and contingency.

� If the required VAR margin is not met, additional facilities, implementation of
appropriate remedial action schemes, or reduction in load or interface flow would be
required.
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Attachment A : Power Flow Assumptions for P-V and V-Q
Analysis

Assumption Set A: Modeling the 100% load or 100% Transfer Base Cases

� For load area studies, the load in the area of interest should be modeled based on
the load forecast normally used for planning that area.  (For the purpose of
developing an extended P-V curve, base case may be developed at less than 100%
load level.

� For transfer interface studies, the interface transfer should be modeled at its
maximum rating and under the most critical system conditions for which the
interface is rated (a range of conditions may be necessary for nomograms ratings).

� Assume constant MVA load models unless more accurate load models are
available.

� Move the area slack and system swing bus outside the study area.
� Use standard power flow to solve the base case. Post-transient power flow should

not be used to develop these cases.

Assumption Set B: Modeling the Load or Transfer Increase Case(s)

� Generation to supply the increasing load for load serving systems should come
from generation that would normally have been dispatched to meet the load
increase.  Generation to supply increasing transfers should come from generation
that would place the highest stress on the facilities of interest.  The generators’
outputs should not exceed the generators’ maximum capability.

� The system swing bus can be used to account for system losses but its output
should not exceed the generator’s capability, otherwise the generation should be
re-dispatched.

� When increasing load, also increase loads in closely neighboring systems if they
have similar climatic or geographic characteristics.

� Although the load power factor is typically held constant when the load is
increased, the power factor may be adjusted based on engineering discretion.

� As load is being increased, adjust automatic and manual devices (including
generators) as needed that would operate within 30 minutes.  Ignore overloads that
cannot be corrected using such automatic and manual switching action.  The 30
minute limit assumes that the load increase can be anticipated within a few hours
to allow operator action.  However, it is intended to avoid the addition of thermal
units to the load increase cases without being specifically identified.   If these
units are needed, they should be included in the 100% base case.

� As transfer is being increased, adjust automatic devices as needed that would
operate within 3 minutes. Ignore overloads that cannot be corrected using such
automatic switching action. The 3-minute limit assumes that transfer path flow
increases cannot be anticipated with enough time to allow corrective action(s) by
the operator.  It is intended to avoid the addition of manual devices to support the
increase in transfer path flow without being specifically identified.  If these
devices are needed, they should be included in the 100% base case.
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Assumption Set C: Modeling of Contingency Cases

� When the contingency involves load shedding, generator tripping, or a large change in
system losses, a post-transient power flow should be used to re-establish the
generation-load balance based on approximated governor action. Otherwise a
standard power flow can be used.

� In accordance with WSCC’s post-transient power flow methodology, allow switching
of only those automatic devices that can complete switching in 3 minutes (e.g.,
automatic LTCs, automatic phase shifting transformers, SVCs, and other automatic
switching devices)

� If the post-transient solution indicates that automatic actions would occur (such as
automatic RAS, load shedding and generator tripping schemes), then rerun the case
applying those actions.

� If discrete devices are required to solve contingencies for the 105% or 102.5% load
(or transfer) case, these devices should be modeled in the 100% load (or transfer) case
as well.


